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ABSTRACT: Three Steller sea lions Eumetopias jubatus, trained to dive voluntarily to depths
ranging from 10 to 50 m. were used to determin e whether the relationship between activity and
metabolic rate during a diving interval (MR01, dive + surface interval) was affected by fasting (9 d)
during the breeding season (spring through sununer). We subsequently used the relationship
between activity and MR01 to partition the metabolic costs between underwater breath-holding
activity and surface breathing activities. We estimated activity from overall dynamic body acceleration (ODBA) measured using a 3-axis accelerometer, and measured MR01 using flow-through
respirometry. The relationship between ODBA-based activity and MR 0 1 was not affected by fasting period, suggesting that ODBA can be used to predict energy expenditure regardless of nutritional state in the spring and sununer. However, the relationship between ODBA and dive metabolic rate differs from the relationship between ODBA and the surface metabolic rate before
diving. Partitioning MR01 into the metabolic cost of remaining at the surface versus swimming
underwater suggests that the metabolic cost of diving for Steller sea lions is approximately 29 %
lower than when breathing at the surface. ODBA appears to be a reasonable proxy to estimate
metabolic rate in marine mammals, but more detailed behavioral data may be required to accurately apply the method in the field.
KEY WORDS: Marine mammal· Breath-hold diving ·Field energetics· ODBA
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Several methods have been developed to estimate
the at-sea metabolic rates of diving animals (Butler et
al. 2004, Fahlman et al. 2004, Wilson et al. 2006). One
of these methods, the doubly labeled water (DLW)
method, yields the average energy expended by an
animal over a finite time, but cannot determine the
metabolic cost for different activities such as diving
or swinuning at the surface (but see Nagy et al. 1984).
Another technique uses heart rate as a proxy of energy expenditure (Butler et al. 2004), but is difficult to

apply because the relationship between the rate of
0 2 consumption and heart rate, or 0 2 pulse (ml 0 2
heart beat-1). changes with digestive state and different types and levels of activity (Nolet et al. 1992,
Fahlman et al. 2004, Young et al. 2011a,b). A recent
alternative method for estimating at-sea metabolism,
overall dynamic body acceleration (ODBA), relies on
the relationship between energy expenditure and activity measured using 3-axis accelerometers (Wilson
et al. 2006, Gleiss et al. 201 1), and appears be a
useful proxy to estimate the energetic cost of diving
in marine mammals (Fahlman et al. 2008c).
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Properly controlled calibration studies are required
before any method to estimate metabolic rates can be
used to reliably predict field metabolic rates (Fahlman et al. 2004). Such calibration studies typically
entail comparing the metric under consideration with
measured oxygen consumption rates (\i'o ,). often with
captive arJimals studied under controlled conditions.
While logistical constraints prevent testing all plausible scenarios that might occur in the wild, it is important to incorporate a reasonable range of activities
(e.g. rest, exercise on land, swinuning in water, diving) and physiological states (e.g. nutritional and
digestive status) into the design of calibration experintents.
Calibration studies in breath-hold diving vertebrates are challenging because of the temporal discontinuity that occurs between energy used while
submerged and gas exchanged while the animal is at
the surface. There is also the added complication that
the series of dives occurring during a foraging bout
are often not independent of each other because diving animals incur an 0 2 debt when making repeated
dives with short inter-dive surface intervals (Reed et
al. 1994, Boutilier et al. 2001, Falllman et al. 2008b).
Consequently, experimental designs where the 0 2
debt is not accounted for between dives cannot correctly estimate the metabolic cost of a dive interval,
and may result in erroneous conclusions. Correcting
for such errors can be done through proper experimental design and data treatment, such as constraining the surface interval until the 0 2 debt is paid back
to make each dive independent.
We previously showed that activity levels measured by ODBA correlate well with metabolic rate for
Steller sea lions Eumetopias j uba tus diving freely to
depths ranging between 10 and 50 m (Falllman et al.
2008c). However, we did not consider whether the
relationship was affected by variation in nutritional
status of the sea lions, which might induce changes in
metabolism (increased activity in water or metabolic
depression) or thermoregulatory costs (through decreased insulation, Hind & Gurney 1997, Falllman et
al. 2005). We therefore expanded our previous study
of Steller sea lions to address whether the relationships between ODBA and the metabolic rate during a
complete dive interval (MR01; the metabolic rate for
one dive, dive + surface interval) differed before
(pre-fasted) and during recovery from a 9 d fast
(post-fasted) during the breeding season in Steller
sea lions. We focused on the smer period as Steller
sea lions generally do not fast in the winter months
and long-term fasting generally occurs during the
breeding season (Rea et al. 2009). We also investi-

gated whether the relationship between activity and
metabolic rate was sinlilar during diving and while
breathing at the surface, and compared the metabolic cost of diving with the costs of remaining on the
surface, as well as \vith Kleiber's prediction for basal
metabolic rate (BMR).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The experiments and procedures used to measure
the metabolic rate during a MR 0 1 (in previous studies
called DMR) and ODBA are as described by Fahlman
et al. (2008c) and Sviird et al. (2009), and are briefly
suntmarized below. All acceleration and respirometry data from 2 smer fasting protocols (Fasts 1 and
2) are described by Svard et al. (2009), and were
compared with a subset (April until October 2007) of
the activity and respirometry data of fed sea lions
from an earlier study (Falllman et al. 2008c).

Anintals
All experiments were conducted under permits
from Animal Care Committees of the University of
British Columbia and the Vancouver Aquarium. Experiments were conducted between April and October 2007 with 3 female Steller sea lions housed in a
custom-designed floating net pen (3.6 x 3.6 x 6.1 m)
suspended in seawater approximately 1.5 m. deep
with a haul-out space, located in a coastal inlet in
British Columbia, Canada. The sea lions freely chose
to cooperate with all data collection and were never
restrained during any of the experimental trials.
Body mass (Mb; kg) was measured daily before each
dive trial and was measured opportunistically
throughout the fasting periods (depending on animal
cooperation) by having the animals hold position on a
platform scale (±0.5 kg) prior to any feeding.

Experimental objectives
The experiments consisted of a series of pre- and
post-fasting dive trials to determine the effect of fasting on the relationship between ODBA and MR01 • To
ensure that the sea lions were not na'ive to the
required dive parameters during a dive trial, each
animal was trained to dive to the required depth for 5
to 7 d prior to collecting any data (see 'Experimental
procedure and measuring diving oxygen consumption'). In addition to these training dives, the sea lions
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had extensive experience undertaking dive trials to
similar depths during previous studies (Fahlman et
al. 2008a,b). The duration of the fasting period was
designed to result in a total mass loss of -10 % of the
initial Mb, but not exceeding 1S% (as per Animal
Care protocols). All dive trials were performed in the
morning, at least 16 to 20 h (pre-fast experiments)
and up to 216 h (post-fast experiments) since their
last meal.

Fasting conditions
Data to assess the effect of recovery from an
extended fast were obtained for the summer trials
from a previously published study (Svard et al. 2009).
The experiment consisted of a series of dive trials (10
to SO m) during pre-fasting conditions or following a
fasting period of 9 to 10 d (Fasts 1 and 2) and again
d uring a subsequent 2 wk recovery period during
which S post-fast dive trials were conducted at predetermined intervals (Post-fast 1: 0 d, Post-fast 2: 12 d: Post-fast 3: 4- S d, Post-fast 4: 7- 8 d, and Post-fast
S: 12- 13 dafter the end of the fast: Svard et al. 2009).
The dive trials included dives to depths between 10
and SO m, depending on the \villingness of the individual sea lion (Table 1).

Experimental procedure and measuring diving
oxygen consumption
The different measures of metabolic rate (detailed
below) were estimated from V0 , using flow-through
respirometry as previously detailed (Fahlman et al.
2008b,c, Svard et al. 2009). While the fractional concentrations of both 0 2 and C0 2 were used to estimate
Table I. Eumetopias jubatus. N umber of dives made to different dive depths (m ) lor 3 female Steller sea lions (FOOBO,
F97Sl and F97HA) d uring p re- lasting and post-lasting experiments in sununer. nd : no data: N / A : dive depth not known

0

10

15

Depth (m)
20
30 40

50 N/ A

Pre-last
FOOBO
F97Sl
F97HA

11
8
7

18
32
16

nd
4
3

3
3
nd

19
4

nd
nd
2

22
nd
18

nd
nd
nd

Post-last
FOOBO
F97Sl
F97HA

5
4
4

8
13
14

nd
nd
nd

nd
nd
3

4
15
4

2
nd
1

9
nd
6

3
nd
nd

Animal

I
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Vo, and Vco, as previously described (Fahlman et al.
2008b), only the fomter is reported here in keeping
with our objective to determine the relationship
between V0 , and ODBA.
Prior to the daily trials, each sea lion was weighed
and fitted with a webbing body harness that held an
accelerometer (see below) and a VHF transmitter
(used to locate the sea lion in the event of it leaving
the trial area).
Prior to and between dives, each sea lion was held
in a partially submerged cage with access to fresh air
in a respirometry dome floating at the water surface,
allowing the sea lion to breathe while in the water
(Fahlman eta!. 2008b,c, Svard et al. 2009). The cage
made it possible to contain the sea lion for a period
long enough to assure a stable metabolic measurement (pre-dives) and that the post-dive metabolic
rate had returned to the level before diving such that
the 0 2 debt had been repaid (Falliman et al. 2008b).
While the anintals were within the cage, their activity
varied between surface periods between dives. This
activity included short (10- 15 s) shallow (1 - 2 m)
dives as the animal submerged and sat on the door at
the bottom of the cage, swimming and turning. As
the sea lions had extensive experience with the dome
and the cage and as they were never forced to enter
the dome on days when they did not want to participate, it is unlikely that these activities were signs of
stress. Our values were therefore, by definition, neither resting nor basal estimates of metabolic rate, but
rather an estimate for an animal with varying activity
levels at the surface which we previously have
defined as surface metabolic rate (MRs: Fahlman et
al. 2008b,c, Svard et al. 2009).
Our sea lions were encouraged to remain active at
a pre-detemlined depth by providing them with an
artificial prey field. This was done using a tube and
pump system to deliver fish (-20 g segments of previously frozen herring) to depth at a constant rate (0 to
12 fish pieces min-' or between 0 and 240 g min- 1,
Falliman et al. 2008b,c, Svard et al. 2009). The activity varied between sea lions and trials as the underwater current and visibility differed between experimental trial dates. This served to increase the range
of activity levels tested.
For a dive trial, the sea lion was instructed to enter
the respirometry dome and the cage door was closed.
The animal stayed in the dome for 6 min to measure
the pre-dive surface metabolic rate (MRs p: Fig. 1).
The last 2 min of this period were used to estimate
MRsp• and the duration was extended if steady values
of 0 2 and C0 2 were not recorded during the last
2 min. The sea lions had not been fed for at least 16 h
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Fig. I. Eumetopias jubatus. Represen tative dive bout wi th a
total of 8 dives to 50 m lor Steller sea lion FA97HA used to
show how the dive experimen t was divided up into discrete
u nits lor further analysis. ODBAs is the overall dynamic
body acceleration lor the surface period, MRsp is the predive surface metabolic rate, MRs is the surface metabolic
rate between dives, MR01 is the diving metabolic rate lo r a
dive interval (dive+ subseq uent surface interval) and MRus
the estimated metabolic cost lor u nder water S\vimming.
MR.,, = MRs + MRus

for the MRsp measurements, but the activity inside
the dome was highly variable.
Each sea lion was instructed to swim to the end of
the feeding tube that was placed at a predetermined
depth (10, 15, 20, 30, 40 or 50 m). The duration of a
dive was determined by the sea lion. To assure that
the sea lion would not resume a dive with an 0 2 or
C0 2 debt, the sea lion was held in the dome between
repeated dives until the metabolic rate had returned
to pre-dive levels (between 6 and 8 min; Fahlman et
al. 2008b,c, Svard et al. 2009). As our previous data
showed that digestion could affect the m etabolic rate
in nutritionally compromised sea lions (Fahlman et
al. 2008b,c, Svard et al. 2009), the metabolic rate during the surface period between dives (MRs) was distinguished from MRSp. In other words, MRsp was the
first surface period before an animal ihad eaten or
performed any dives, while MRs was the metabolic
rate between dives in a dive bout (Fig. 1). The sequence of a dive and surface interval was repeated
for between 1 and 12 dives during each trial (1 trial
per day).
The average V0 , for each dive and subsequent surface interval (1 dive interval) was estin1ated by integrating the instantaneous oxygen consumption rate
over the entire post -dive surface interval (the entire
surface duration between dives) and dividing this by
the dive interval duration (Fahlman et al. 2008b,c,

Svard et al. 2009). In other words, we used an entire
dive interval (dive + surface interval) to estimate
MR 01 • All surface intervals in a dive series were
> 240 s. We also restricted the analysis to dives > 30 s.
The water temperatures at the surface and at the
end of the feeding tube were monitored during each
trial using remote temperature loggers (Onset Computer). Water temperatures at the surface ranged
from 6.0 to 16.8°C, while temperatures at depth (1 to
50 m) ranged from 7.9 to 12.o•c, with one surnmer
dive trial when the water temperature was 17.3°C at
depth. Water temperatures were quite variable, but
were all within or close to the presumed thermoneutral zone for fasted or post-prandial Steller sea lions
(Rosen & Trites 2003).

Estimating activity from acceleration
An accelerometer (JUV Elektronik : 65 x 36 x
22 mm, mass 35 g) that recorded triaxial acceleration
(0 to 6 x g) at 16Hz was attached to the sea lion's harness so that it lay centrally between the shoulder
blades. The logger was calibrated by rotating the
unit through defined combinations of pitch and roll,
and converting all voltages to g.
ODBA [g) was estimated as described in Wilson et
al. [2006). Briefly, the static acceleratio n for each axis
was derived by taking a running mean over a 2 s
interval (Shepard et al. 2008). Subsequently, the
static acceleration, or smoothed data, was subtracted
from the raw data, resulting in an estimate of dynamic acceleration. In other words, the gravity
resulting from the relative position of the data logger
was removed from the data such that the resulting
value only related to the movement of the animal.
Finally, the absolute value for the dynamic acceleration for each of the 3 axes was summed to give
ODBA, a measure of activity. We used the average
ODBA for the dive and subsequent surface interval
(dive interval) to compute an average activity for the
dive interval. We also calculated ODBA for just the
pre -dive surface period (ODBAs) to exanline the
relationship between Va, and activity during this
period.

Data assessment and statistical analysis
We analyzed the relationship between Va, (dependent variable) and 7 experimental covariates using
linear-nlixed effects models (nlme; R Development
Core Team 2008}: ODBA: fasting state (FS), where
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1 = post-fasted and 0 = pre-fasted; surface interval
(SI); dive duration (DD); dive depth (D); Mb; the number of days since the beginning of the fast; and surface interval ratio (SR). Animal was included as a
random effect, which accounted for the correlation
between repeated measurements on the same individual (Littell et al. 1998).
All animals had not been fed for 16 to 20 h (prefasted), including when they were tested at various
intervals over a 2 wk recovery from a 9 d fast (postfasted). As Svard et al. (2009) showed that the metabolic rate changes over the course of the recovery
period, WQ initially t<;>st<;>d wh<;>th<;>r numb<;>r of days
since the end of the fast was an important covariate.
However, this variable did not significantly improve
any of the models and was therefore not further considered. As there is a non-linear relationship between metabolic rate and Mb, we logw transforrned
MRsp (logMRsp), MRs (logMR5 ), MR01 (logMR01} and
Mb (logMb) to test for mass-specific changes in Vo,
with Mb. As MRm included the metabolic rate during
both the surface and dive interval, we calculated SR
to indicate the relative proportion of time a sea lion
stayed at the surface during a dive interval. SR was
computed by dividing the SI by the total dive interval
duration (l:DD}:
SR = SIJWD

(1)

Initially, a univariate analysis on each independent
variable was performed, and only those variables
with p < 0.20 (Wald's tests) were considered in the
multivariate analysis. Stepwise techniques were
used to search for the best model. We used the likelihood ratio test to determine significance of parameters between nested models, i.e. models with added
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parameters. Acceptance of significance was set at p <
0.05, and 0.05 < p < 0.1 was considered to be important enough to warrant further investigation. All values are reported as means ± SD unless otherwise
specified.

RESULTS
The number of surface resting periods, dives to a
specified depth, and mean dive durations are summarized in Table 2. The mean dive duration decr<;>as<;>d as th<;> animals dov<;> d<;><;>p<;>r for dives b<;>tween 10 and 30m, but increased for dives beyond
30m.

Effect of fasting on metabo lic rate
While there was no difference in MRsp in postfasted as compared with pre-fasted animals (p > 0.1;
Table 2), MR 01 decreased by 7 % (post-fasted, n = 82,
1.45 ± 0 .031 0 2 rnin- 1; pre-fasted, n =145, 1.55 ± 0.03
1 0 2 rnin- 1; p < 0.05}. Hence, MR01 was on average
17 % greater than MR5p in pre-fasted animals
([MR 01 - MRsp]IMR 01, F97SI = 13 % , F97HA = 19 %,
FOOBO = 18 %), while MR01 was 10% greater than
MRsp in post-fasted individuals (F97SI = 10 %,
F97HA = 4 %, FOOBO = 15 %).
Predicting the BMR (I 0 2 min-1) for each data point
using Kleiber's equation (BMR = 0.00993Mb0 ·75;
Kleiber 1961, Wang et al. 2001) and dividing the
observed MR by this predicted BMR (Table 2)
yielded an average Kleiber ratio (K) of 3.1 for all data.
Maxintum Kwas 4 .9 for a sea lion during a pre-dive

Table 2. Eumetopias jubatus. Dive depth, total number of clives to a known depth (n, in parentheses the number of clives
post-last) a nd mean (:t SO) clive duration, metabolic rate (MR) , overall dynanUc body acceleration (ODBA), and Kleiber ratio
(K. estimated by clivicting the observed MR by Kleiber's basal metabolic rate) separated by clive depth lor a total ol 227 clives
with available data lor MR and ODBA. For 3 clives, the clive depth was uncertain (N/A); therefore, only 224 clives were
available with known depth. The MR a t depth is the metabolic ra te lor a clive interval (MR0 J while the MR at 0 m is the
pre-clive surface metabolic rate (MRsp)
Dive depth
(m)

n

0

39 ( 13)

10
15
20
30
40
50
N/A

101 (35)
7 (0)
9 (3)
47 (23)
5 (3)
55 (15)
3 (3)
266

1:

Dive duration (min)
Pre-last Post-last

-

1.38 ± 0 .38

1.21 ± 0 .36

0 . 16 ± 0 .06 0. 17 ± 0.06

2.9 ± 0 .6

2.7 ± 0.5

2.6 :!: 1.3
1.5 :!: 0.8
2.0 :!: 0.5
2.5:!: 1.3
6.0 :!: 0.3
4.2:!: 1.4

1.60 :!: 0.31
1.74 :!: 0.45
1.74 :!: 0.26
1.76 :!: 0.23
1.37 :!: 0.02
1.29 :!: 0.22

1.51 :!: 0.25

0.23 :!: 0.05
0.21 :!: 0.05
0.24 :!: 0.02
0.24 :!: 0.05
0.28 :!: 0.02
0.20 :!: 0.05

3.3 :!: 0.4
3.5 :!: 0.4
3.5 :!: 0.2
3.3 :!: 0.4
3.0 :!: 0.1
3.0 :!: 0.5

3.2 :!: 0.4

2.6 :!: 1.1
2.7 :!: 1.9
3.1 :!: 1.4
2.1 :!: 0.5
4.6 :!: 1.1
1.2 :!: 0.1

MR (I 0 2 min- 1) - Pre-last
Post-last

1.15 :!: 0.23
1.61 :!: 0.30
1.25 :!: 0.16
1.20 :!: 0.12
1.12 :!: 0.11

- - ODBA (g)- Pre-last
Post-last
0.24 :!: 0.05
0.24 :!: 0.03
0.26 :!: 0.09
0.21 :!: 0.03
0.21 :!: 0.05
0.19 :!:0.01

K

Pre-last Pos!-last

2.7 :!: 0.6
3.3 :!: 0.3
3.1 :!: 0.2
3.1 :!: 0.3
2.9 :!: 0.3
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surface period (MRSp), while the minimum K of 1.9
was observed both during a p re -dive surface (MRsp)
period and during a dive interval to 50 m.
The mean Mb was 174.6 ± 4.4 kg (n = 54), and postfasted sea lions (165.3 ± 4.2 kg, n = 18) were 7.8 %
ligh ter than pre-fasted animals (179.2 ± 5.1 kg, n =
36, p < 0.05, repeated -measures ANOVA). Including
Mb as a covariate was sufficient to account for the
metabolic variation following fasting. The mass
exponen t (the slope from the regression of JogMR01
vs. JogMb) from the regression analysis was not differen t from 1.0 during a dive interval (JogMR 01,
0.97±0.12), but was significantly high er and much
more variable during surface rest periods (logMRsp•
1.33 ± 0.35).
2.4 . , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
2.2

A
T

e

T

2.0

..

•

1.8
1.6
1.4
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1.2
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1.0
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·:::.8

o
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0.15
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=
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2.4 . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
2.2

..

B

...

2.0

0

1.8
1.6
1.4

V02 a nd ODBA

Pre-dive surface rest (MRsp)
There was a total of 39 pre-dive resting periods
(Table 2) in the data set, one for each dive trial. The
average ODBAs was 0.17 g (range 0.07 to 0.31 g).
These data were used to determine whether there
was a significant relationship between MRsp and
ODBAs (Fig. 2A). Neither FS nor SJ were important
covariates when JogMRsp was used as the dependent
variable. The best model included both logMb and
ODBAs (p < 0.01, log-likelihood [LLJ = - 34.6, df = 36,
NULL-LL = -40.5, df = 38):
logMRSp = - 2.14 + 0.97logMb + 0.550DBA5

(2)

The basal metabolic rate for a sea lion in air, as predicted by !Qeiber's law (Kleiber 1961), would be
0.4810 2 min- 1 for a 175 kg anintal (2.7 mi 0 2 min-1
kg- 1), assunling a nlixed diet in which 1 1 0 2 =
4.9 kcal. If the nlinimum measured ODBAs (0.07 g) is
an estimate of a resting sea lion that has not been eating for at least 16 h, Eq. (2) predicts the metabolic
rate for a 175 kg sea lion in water to be 1.19 1 0 2
nlin- 1, or 6.8 mi 0 2 nlin- 1 kg- 1•

o F97HA-MRso

0.8
~

Relationship between

• F97HA-Fed
F97SI-Fed

•

T

1.2

• FOOBO-Fed
o F97HA-Fasted

1.0
0

0.8

" F97SI-Fasted

•
0.10

0.15

o FOOBO-Fasted

0.20

0.25

0.30

0.35

0.40

0.45

ODBA (g)

Dive interval metabolic rate (MR01)
A total of 227 dives (Tables 1 & 2) were analyzed
separately to assess the relationship between MR0 1
and mean ODBA over a dive interval. The mean
ODBA over an entire dive interval (dive + surface
interval) was 0.23 ± 0.01 g (nlininmm: 0.11 g, maximum: 0.65 g), and did not differ between post-fasted
(0.22 ± 0.02 g) and pre-fasted (0.23 ± 0.01 g, p > 0.1)
sea lions. ODBA decreased with dive depth (p < 0.01,
LL = - 321.3, df = 222, NULL-LL = - 328.5, df = 223),
but was not affected by dive duration (p > 0.1, LL =
- 329.1, df = 225, NULL-LL = - 330.6, df = 226: Fig. 2).
With logMR01 as the dependent variable, the bestfit model included SR, logMb and ODBA (p < O.ot ,
LL = - 321 .1, df = 220, NULL-LL = - 344.0, df = 226)
such that:
logMR01 = - 3.27 + 1.46logMb + 0.350DBA + 0.15SR
(3)

Fig. 2. Eumetopias jubatus. Overall dynamic body acceleration (ODBA) versus 0 2 consumption rate ('Vo,) lor 3 Steller
sea lions (F97SI, F97HA and FOOBO) during a dive interval
(MR0 1 = metabolic rate during the dive and consecutive su rlace inter val) or w hile conlined to the metabolic dome at the
surface before diving (MRsp = pre-diving surface metabolic
rate). (A) Pre- and post-lasted trials separated into MR0 1 and
MRsp: ('B) MR0 1 separated in to pre- and post- lasted trials

The mean error ([observed- predicted]/observed x
100) for the data set was - 0.3 % with a range from
- 52.6 to 32.0 % (median 2.1 %). There was no difference in the error with fasting state (post-fasted:
1.4 %, pre-fasted: - 0.3 %, p > 0.1,. t-test). Furthermore, a sensitivity analysis was performed where the
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data for each animal were removed sequentially and
the model was fitted. The analysis suggested that the
same model was warranted but had slightly different
parameter estimates.
Eq. (3) suggests that the metabolic cost of a dive
interval is affected by the relative amount of time
within the cycle spent at the surface versus the
antount of time spent actively diving. Further, by
adjusting SR between its boundary values (0 to 1),
Eq. (3) allows MR 0 1 to be partitioned into the separate
metabolic costs of surface intervals and the metabolic
cost while submerged. Using the mean ODBA for a
dive interval (post-fasted and pre-fasted: 0.23) and
an Mbof 175 kg, the cost of time at the surface during
a dive interval (MRs. when SR = 1) would be 1.72 10 2
min- 1 (9.8 ml 0 2 min- 1 kg- 1). Given the same level of
activity, the metabolic cost of diving (SR = 0), in contrast, may be as much as 29 % lower (7 .0 ml 0 2 min- 1
kg- 1) and was similar to that predicted for MRsp·

DISCUSSION
Our results suggest that ODBA-based activity is a
reasonable proxy to estimate field metabolic rate in
marine mammals, both while resting at the surface
and while diving to depths for durations that are
similar to those measured from Steller sea lions in
the field (Merrick & Loughlin 1997, Pitcher et al.
2005). The predictive relationship between Vo, and
ODBA did not change after a 9-d fasting period during the breeding season, and Mt> appears to be sufficient to statistically account for the metabolic
changes associated with fasting. However, our
results also illustrate that the ability to predict
energy expenditure is dependent on the characteristics of the dive interval, since the relationships
predicting metabolism at the surface and the costs
of diving from ODBA are not the same. Similar
divergence in the relationship for different activities
has been found by others (GOmez Laich et al. 2011).
Therefore, additional behavioral information is required to appropriately use ODBA data to predict
Vo, in the field. Specifically, the time spent diving
versus time spent resting at the surface is required
to calculate the surface interval ratio. Fortunately,
such data are readily obtained from a variety of
electronic instruments that can be attached to marine mammals to record tinte and depth.
Partitioning MR 0 1 into the metabolic cost of staying
at the surface (MRs) versus underwater swimming
(MRusl showed that, for the same activity, the metabolic cost of diving is approximately 29 % lower than
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when breathing at the surface (Eq. 3), and approximately 2.4 to 2.9 tintes higher than the basal metabolic rate from Kleiber's equation. The fact that
physical movement requires energy is not a novel
concept. Indeed, a number of recent studies have
investigated ways in which activity might be used to
estimate Vo, under a variety of situations (e.g. walking vs. running) or environments (e.g air, land or
water, Gleiss et al. 201 1). To our knowledge, only 3
studies have investigated whether ODBA can be
used to estimate the metabolic cost of diving in vertebrates (Falllman et al. 2008c, Enstipp et al. 2011,
Halsey et al. 201 1), but no .attempts have been made
to determine whether the relationship is altered by
changes in Mb owing to a previous fast.
Our analysis shows that ODBA correlates reasonably well with MR, and that the relationship is not
altered by fasting, unlike the heart rate technique
(Fahlman eta!. 2004, Young et a!. 2011a). This is not
surprising, given that the dynamic body acceleration
is derived specifically from the extent and rates of
body part movements, which are presumably similar
in both post-fasted and pre-fasted animals during
swimming (Gleiss et al. 2011). Previous studies in
Steller sea lions have shown a substantial decrease in
metabolism following fasting (Rosen & Trites 2002,
Falllman et al. 2004, Svard et al. 2009), possibly as a
mechanism to conserve energy stores. In addition,
subcutaneous fat is a major source of energy during
fasting (Rea et al. 2007, Rea et al. 2009), and diving
vertebrates appear to have strategies to compensate
for the loss of the insulating layer (Falllman et al.
2005). Therefore, we wanted to determine whether
these potential changes in physiology and metabolism would affect the relationship. Our results indicated that fasting and recovery of body condition did
not affect the relationship.
It is reasonable to assume that fasting affects the
ability to thermoregulate (Hind & Gurney 1997),
given the associated decrease in subcutaneous lipid
stores (Rea et al. 2007). Potential thermoregulatory
effects for the relationship between diving metabolism and ODBA may be largest in the winter, or for
species that live or forage at high latitudes. As we
were unable to collect acceleration data for animals
recovering from a fasting period in the winter, we
cannot reject the possibility that thermoregulation
alters the relationship during parts of the year or in
environments that are colder than those used in our
study. However, long-term fasting generally occurs
during the breeding season, and Steller sea lions
generally do not fast in the· \vinter months (Rea et al.
2009). In addition, both marine mammals (Willis eta!.
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2005) and birds (Fablrnan et al. 2005) have mechanisms to alter heat flux, which may help compensate
for red uced blubber insulation.
In addition, a reduction in capillary density or muscle mass. which may occur during substantive fasting
(Robin et al. 1988), may alter the swirnming efficiency, with resulting changes in the relationship
between ODBA and MR. However, the results from
our study did not indicate that this was the case, as
Mb alone accounted for most of the fasting-related
variation, perhaps because the extent of fasting in
our study animals did not lead to significant red uction in muscle mass or thermoregulatory capacity.
Alternatively, the fasting-induced reduction in MR
may have been counteracted by an increased thermoregulatory burden during underwater swimming
in post-fasted animals. It is also possible that the low
variation in the water temperature, in most cases
<5°C between pre- and post-fast trials, was not great
enough to affect the relationship. While fasting
appears to have a greater physiological effect on sea
lions in the non-breeding season (Sviird et al. 2009),
Steller sea lions have an easier time recovering from
changes in body condition in the winter compared
with the summer (Jeanniard du Dot et al. 2008).
Given these different responses between seasons, it
would be interesting to repeat these experiments
d uring winter.
Previous results suggested that there was no statistical difference in the relationships between ODBA
and MRsp, and ODBA and MRm (Fahlman et al.
2008c). This finding sigrrncantly enhanced the applicability of ODBA, as the predictive relationship could
be calibrated for animals at the water surface. However, the results of our current study indicate that the
parameter estimate for ODBA is 40% lower for MR0 1
(ODBA = 0.35, Eq. 3) as compared with MR5p
(ODBA =0.55, Eq. 2).
Our modified analytic approach to account for variation in Mb does not explain why the results of our 2
studies differ given that the difference remains when
we analyzed the data using the methodology of our
previous study (see Appendix 1). Instead, it seems
that the more extensive data set used here (n = 266
dives compared with 144 in the previous study) was
able to separate the differences in the relationship. In
addition, Eq. (3) indicated that for the same ODBA
and Mb, the metabolic cost for sea lions d uring a dive
interval was up to 29 % lower for MRus as compared
with resting at the surface (MRs).
We previously used a conservative mass exponent
(0.75) to account for variation in MR caused by differences in Mb for nourished sea lions (Fahlman et al.

2008c, Svard et al. 2009). However, in the present
study, we avoided any potential bias from using a
pre-determined mass exponent (Packard & Boardman 1988, 1999) by log10-transforming Mb and including it as a fixed factor (Eqs. 2, 3). The mass exponent for logMRm (Eq. 3) was significantly larger
compared with logMRsp (Eq. 2). These results are
counter-intuitive, as they suggest that it is metabolically more challenqinq for larqer animals to dive.
However, Eq. (3) includes SR and this ratio may be
correlated with Mb and ODBA, thereby affecting the
mass exponent. In any case, Mb alone explained the
variation caused by the fasting period (Eqs. 2 and 3).
The combination of metabolic heat production,
convective heat loss and hydrodynamic drag is complex. Modeling work has suggested that as the swin1
speed increases the metabolic heat production would
increase faster than the convective heat loss (Hind &
Gurney 1997). This may explain, in part, why the MR
d uring a dive interval was higher at the surface than
d uring diving. It is also possible that other mechanisms, either behavioral or physiological, allow
Steller sea lions to reduce the metabolic rate while
diving. Steller sea lions glide passively as they descend beyond 5 m, and swim actively d uring the
ascent phase (see Fig. 3 in Fahlman et al. 2008c). This
propulsion mode has been suggested to be a costsaving strategy employed by marine man101als
(Williams 1999), and is one possible explanation for
MR being low while submerged. In other words, the
animals were more active while at the surface than
while underwater. However, when the variation in
activity is taken into consideration, MRus was still
lower than MRs, suggestive of hypometabolism while
diving.
It has been suggested that pinnipeds may reduce
their overall metabolic rate during longer dives to
extend aerobic dive duration. Such hypometabolism
has been reported previously for both forced and voluntarily diving seals (Scholander 1940, Sparling &
Fedak 2004) and California sea lions (Hurley & Costa
2001 ). Voluntary diving gray seals Halichoerus grypus showed a 10 to 30 % reduction in MR (Sparling &
Fedak 2004). and in California sea lions Zalophus
californianus trained to rest at the bottom of a pool,
the decrease was 47 to 65 % (Hurley & Costa 2001 ).
This reduction could be achieved by minimizing
energy cost from certain metabolic processes such as
digestion (Sparling et al. 2007, Sviird et al. 2009), and
diving bradycardia may reduce cardiac work and
thereby the overall MR by as much as 6 % (Fablrnan
et al. 2008c). While the mechanism of such hypometabolism is currently unknown, it is known that
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hypoxia itself causes a reduction in ATP utilization
(Hochachka 1986), which may explain why the metabolic cost of swimming underwater is lower than the
cost of swimming at the surface.
In the present study, we used a conservative estimate of the resting metabolic rate to define divinginduced hypometabolism and only included the predive surface rest periods to define MRsp· In contrast,
MRs in our previous study (Fahlman et al. 2008c),
included all pre-dive and inter-dive surface resting
periods. Thus, MRsp in the present study was a true
estimate of the metabolic rate of an animal that has
not recently been feeding. We found that MR01 was 6
to 15 % higher than MR5p. and was at least 1.9 tintes
the predicted BMR from Kleiber's equation (Table 2).
However, MR0 1 was likely over-estimated given that
the surface interval was metabolically more costly
and the duration at the surface was experimentally
determined.
Eq. (3) allows MR0 1 to be extrapolated for dive
intervals with different surface ratios. MR01 for a
Steller sea lion would thus range between 7.0 and
7.2 rnl 0 2 min-' kg- 1 for a 175 kg sea lion with the
average activity of 0.23 g and a voluntarily foraging
surface ratio between 0.01 and 0.09 (Cornick et a!.
2006, Fahlman et al. 2008c). This value of MR01 is
sinlilar to MRsp·
Sinlilar to our earlier findings, the metabolic cost of
diving is sinlilar to the resting surface metabolic rate
under standard conditions. In addition, our data indicate that OBDA is a useful proxy for field metabolic
rate in Steller sea lions, but that adjustments must be
made to account for the 2 different relationships
between ODBA and MR- one when the animal is at
the surface and another while it is diving. Determining surface and dive times can be easily calculated
from time -depth recorders that are simultaneously
deployed with accelerometers. Fortunately, nutritional status did not seem to affect the predictive
relationships between ODBA and MR. Indeed, most
of the variation in the relationship was caused by differences in body condition and was explained by Mb
alone. However, both the surface resting and diving
metabolic rates are -2.5 tintes higher than the basal
metabolic rate predicted by Kleiber's equation for
terrestrial animals in air.
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Ap pen dix 1.
To allow comparison with our earlier work (Fahlman et
al. 2008c). we mass-corrected the metabolic rates using the
mass exponent (M,0·75) previousl y p ublished for Steller sea
lions to derive the mass-corrected MRsp (sMRsp = MR,;p x
kg"·75) , MR,; (sMR5 = MR5 x kg"·75) and MR0 1 (sMRo 1 = MR01
'X kg0 ·75).
For sMRsp• only OD 8A5 warranted incl usi on, and the
best m odel was (p < 0. 1, L L= - 138. 1, df = 37, NULL- LL =
- 139.7, df = 38) :
sMRsp = 2 .00

X

10-2 + 4.96 X 10-2

X

0D8As
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(A I)

Using Eq. A1, the basal metabolic rate in water would be
6.5 mJ 02 min- I kg- 1.
For sMR0 1, ODBA and SR remained in the best m odel
(p < O.DJ , LL = - 927.9, df = 224, NULL -LL = - 934. 1, df =
226):
sMRo 1 = 2.0 x 10-2 + 2.5 x 10- 2 x ODBA + 9.8 x JO""' x SR
(A2)
The mean error for the data set was - 2.4 % ,\vitb a range
from - 63.8 to 27.6 % (median - 2.5 % ).
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